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Optimising fleets around the world
Eyal Loz was overseas when he heard he had won a postgraduate scholarship in the NZIMA 
combinatorics programme – “without the scholarship I would have done my PhD overseas 
instead of here”. He went on to do a PhD with a Top Achiever Doctoral scholarship.

tomates and optimizes booking allocations. It 
improved their overall profitability, and can 
reduce costs by 20 percent.”  

Loz was able to use code from his PhD 
work. “Sometimes people don’t understand 
how practical maths can be. I was finding 
very large graphs for particular problems 
which might have no applications. But the 
code you write, the theories you develop, 
and the problems you solve, all have 
applications. Most people completely miss 
this about high level mathematics.”

He finished his PhD at the University of Auck-
land and worked as a C++ developer in the 
financial industry in Sydney, building trading 
platforms. He then worked as an assistant 
trader for  Susquehanna International Group. 
“SIG recruits people with backgrounds in 
maths, computer science and physics - every 
trader there has a quantitative science degree. 
Options trading is extremely mathematical - 

His thesis on the degree diameter problem 
combined theoretical investigation with 

the design of original computer programmes 
in C++. He used covering and voltage graph 
techniques to construct many of what are 
now the largest known connected regular 
graphs of given degree d and diameter k, for d 
up to 20 and k up to 10.

During his PhD he also worked on a project 
with Tanglin Consultancy for Pacific Horizon 
Motorhomes. “They have bases all around 
the country and needed to schedule vehicles 
as bookings come in. The company was do-
ing this manually, and had no way of analyzing 
data.” 

“Campervans are expensive - if you are run-
ning low, you can’t buy one as easily as car 
rental companies can, so it is important to 
optimise usage of your fleet, and to deal with 
running out of vans in one base. I developed 
a component of a large application which au-

you need to understand and apply models in 
a dynamic environment.”

He is now working with partners from Tanglin 
on a startup software service called Sort-it, “a 
system to manage and optimize rental fleets 
for the tourism industry. It can take bookings 
online 24/7 and everything is optimized.” The 
model is different from their earlier one, be-
cause it is designed to integrate easily with 
different systems. “Usually this kind of tech-
nology is completely outside of what smaller 
businesses can afford, but we want it to work 
for small and large firms.” 

The New Zealand company is not just aim-
ing at the local market, but hopes to sell the 
software internationally.  

See www.sort-it.co.nz/ 

Jean Zhaojing Gong says that without her 
NZIMA doctoral scholarship she would 
never have achieved a PhD, which she 
found “an invaluable experience”. 

Her thesis research at the University of  
Canterbury in Christchurch estimated the 
results of  treatment through causal effect 
on survival probabilities for groups of  
patients in randomised clinical trials, by 
creating potential outcome survival models 
with a finite number of  parameters. 
Estimating causal effect is complicated in 
clinical trials because patients don’t always 
take treatment as prescribed (called non-
compliance), and because some outcomes 
are missing. For example, a trial may attempt 
to find out the number of  years patients live 
after receiving a particular treatment (called 
their survival time).  If  some patients are 
still alive at the end of  a trial’s observation 
period, this outcome is not available and 
their survival time is said to be censored. 
Gong’s PhD applied new survival models, 
to take into account non-compliance, 

Causal effect in clinical trials
time-to-event outcomes, and censoring 
mechanisms in randomised trials with control 
groups. She applied these models on data 
from the 1960s New York Health Insurance 
Plan breast cancer screening trial. “Most 
models ignore censoring mechanisms when 
making their survival models,” she says. “If  
we ignored the censored mechanism from the 
model, we would have got very strange results 
in some situations.”
During her PhD, she also took part in a 
study of  the variability in hospital treatment 
outcomes with other staff  at the Department 
of  Public Health and General Practice. The 
study found almost a two-fold variation in 
several health outcomes between and within 
hospitals, suggesting that a “hospital effect” 
on patient outcomes may operate at the level 
of  wards and services.
Gong also created computer programmes 
and analysed clinical research data using the 
Statistics Analysis System software as an 
assistant research fellow in the department. 
She has since had a bout of  serious illness, 

Loz with Kakashi, the rainbow 
lorikeet he adopted when she fell 
out of a tree as a fledgling.

but is applying for jobs in New Zealand 
working in health statistics. “I would like to 
analyse data on a range of  health topics,” she 
says.
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